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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L212261 - Collection, consisting of a binder, and binder pages, with stamps, FDCs, miniature blocks and more, from 
Switzerland and Germany.

40 €

Accumulation L212262 - Accumulation on stockcards, of various materials 45 €
Swiss

collection
L212263 - Swiss collection, also postcards, postage stamps on stockcards, FDC, 35 €

Accumulation L212293 - Accumulation, consisting mainly of FDCs 25 €
Accumulation L212294 - Accumulation on binders, with blocks and mini-blocks, new ** never hinged, European area, postal 

stationery, FDC. Noted 2 Folder with block of 4 $ 1 bills, from 1985.
80 €

Accumulation L212295 - Accumulation: Note 1 UN New York block, Israel mini block, and Lithuania / FDC blocks of four. 90 €
Accumulation L212356 - World collection, on 2 stockbooks, with mainly used stamps, from France, French Oceania, Azerbaijan. 30 €
Accumulation L212375 - World collection, on three stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 50 €
Accumulation L212376 - World collection, on three stockbooks. Even Afghanistan, Madagascar and many others. Look at the 

pictures.
50 €

Accumulation L212377 - World collection, on 4 stockbooks. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L212378 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks. Notice San Marino, Look at the photos. 25 €
Accumulation L212379 - World collection, on 3 stockbooks. Also noted Spain and Czechoslovakia. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L212385 - Collection on 5 stockbooks, see photos. 40 €
Accumulation L212386 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, even blocks of four. Look at the pictures. 40 €
Accumulation L212387 - Accumulation, on stockbook pages, also noticed stamps from Cuba.See the photos. 40 €
Accumulation L212388 - Accumulation, on stockbook pages, various material. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L212389 - Accumulation, on file and album pages, various material. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L212415 - Accumulation of various material, in 2 stockbook cabinets. 35 €

Europe > Austria

COUNTRY / DESCRIPTION PRICE



TYPE
Austria L212362 - 1991 Austromir postage stamp, traveled in space, from 2 to 10 October, on the MIR space station. 

Certificate no. 506 (out of a total of 800),
250 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Holland L212292 - Holland collection, on stockbook pages, up to the 90s, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, and 
used, even mini-block not notched from 1999.

160 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Eastern Europe L184745 - Eastern Europe Collection: Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia, on loose blocks, with used and some new 
stamps. Look at the pictures!

30 €

Eastern Europe L211804 - Eastern Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used, from the classics. 20 €
Europe L212268 - Europa Collection, on stockbook. Noted: Poland lot a rare postcard, new ** never hinged, from 1938 and 2

FDC., With stamps, mostly new ** never hinged,
380 €

Yugoslavia L212287 - Yugoslavia collection, on stockbook, 50/60 years, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and FDC, also cpl 
set, of value.

140 €

Yugoslavia L212288 - Yugoslavia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, 60s / 70s, new ** never hinged, miniature blocks, FDC. 
Noticed good lot, of postcards.

90 €

Czechoslovakia L212291 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, until 2017, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, also 
sets cpl.

120 €

Bulgaria L212406 - Collection Bulgaria, from 1990 to 2000, on stockbook, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged, 
COMPLETE, high catalog value!

125 €

Czech Republic L212411 - Czech Republic collection, from 1993 to 1996, with some specializations. 15 €
Hungary L212413 - Hungary collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, from the classical period. 25 €

Czech Republic L212421 - Czech Republic collection, from 1996 to 1999, with some specializations. 15 €
Czech Republic L212422 - Czech Republic Collection, from 1999 to 2002, with some specializations. 15 €
Czechoslovakia L212432 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, blocks and blocks, new ** never hinged and cpl set,

high catalog value.
130 €

Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

France L212209 - Superb collection France, from 1853 to 1968, on albums, with stamps, initially used, then new * / **, also 
valuable pieces, for example, 1936 air mail, * / **, 1936 air mail, 50F **, signed Margue, inverted bottom. Very high 
CV.

1650 €

France L212210 - France collection, on albums, from 1985 to 1992, with stamps, new ** never hinged, also blocks, 
postcards, very high CV.

400 €

France L212211 - France collection, from 1969 to 1984, on albums, with stamps, new ** never hinged, also blocks, 
postcards, blocks of four, and strips. Very high catalog value.

340 €

French
colonies

L212220 - French Colonies Collection, on album pages, with stamps, all of the Sage type, new and used, many high 
values, including cpl set, Diego Suarez, Madagascar, Mayotte. Huge catalog value.

1400 €

France L212221 - Small stock France, postage stamps, leaflets, postal history and more. Look at the pictures. 20 €
TAAF L212226 - TAAF collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1998, and from 2008 to 2012, with stamps, new ** never hinged,

even miniature blocks.
370 €

France L212227 - Collection France, on stockbook, from 1945 to 1970, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. Look at the
pictures.

75 €

France and
Israel

L212267 - Collection France and Israel, on stockbook, with stamps and postcards, new ** never hinged, to be 
inspected carefully.

80 €

France L212282 - Collection of FDC, first day covers, France, 1970s. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212283 - Collection France, on stockbook, up to 2005, with stamps, new ** never hinged, noted 2 Philatek miniature

blocks, with and without number.
140 €

France L212284 - Collection France, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and FDC, from 1971 to 2007. 60 €
France L212308 - Francia Collection, in 5 volumes, from 1973 to 1979, with official philatelic documents of the French post 

office, in their respective containers. Impossible to photograph the entire lot.
100 €

France L212309 - Francia Collection, in 7 volumes, from 1990 to 1996, with official philatelic documents of the French post 
office, in their respective containers. Impossible to photograph the entire lot.

160 €

France L212310 - Francia Collection, in 10 volumes, from 1980 to 1989, with official philatelic documents of the French post 
office, in their respective containers. Impossible to photograph the entire lot.

200 €

French
Liberation

L212313 - Beautiful collection, coming from an exhibition, with stamps, envelopes, postal stationery, maximum 
postcards, fragments, French area, and colonies, also beautiful, censored and valuable envelopes. Very high overall 
value.

690 €

Postal history L212315 - Postal History Collection, on binder, and binder blocks, with Maximum stockcards, FDC, postcards, Mainly
from the French area.

40 €

France L212316 - Postal History Collection, France, on binder. Look at the pictures. 40 €



France L212317 - Postal History Collection, France, on binder. Look at the pictures. 40 €
France L212318 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1960s. Look at the photos. 25 €
France L212319 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1980s. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212320 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1960s. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212321 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1950s. Look at the photos. 35 €
France L212322 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1980s. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212323 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from 1966 to 1970. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212324 - Collection of Postal History of France, on binder, also FDC, and whole. Look at the pictures. 45 €
France L212325 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from 1959 to 1961. Look at the photos. 35 €
France L212326 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 1980s. Look at the photos. 30 €
France L212327 - Collection of Postal History of France, on binder, mainly FDC, 2000s. Look at the photos. 45 €
France L212330 - France collection, on binder, with postcards, postal stationery, up to the 2000s. Look at the photos. 20 €
France L212331 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from 1980 to 1982, See photos. 30 €
France L212332 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from 1971 to 1973, See photos. 30 €
France L212333 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from 1976 to 1979, See photos. 30 €
France L212334 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 80s 90s, see photos. 30 €
France L212335 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, 90s and 2000s, See photos. 35 €
France L212336 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, up to the 2000s, See the photos. 30 €
France L212337 - Collection of FDC of France, on binder, from the 60s to the 90s, See the photos. 30 €
France L212338 - Collection France, on stockbook, with used stamps, and new * / ** (mainly **) also complete sets. 80 €
France L212339 - Collection France, from 1945, on albums, with new * / ** (mainly **) and used stamps, postcards, also 

Blocks, and sets cpl. Noted specialized lot of the Gandon sets, with variety.
230 €

France L212340 - France collection, on stockbook, with postal history, until 2016. 45 €
France L212341 - Collection France, on stockbook, 1940s, collection of the Petain sets, and Dulac, new blocks ** never 

hinged, Also noted full block, of the fake Propaganda Petain.
130 €

Accumulation L212343 - Collection of various materials, in stockcard box. 15 €
France L212344 - Collection FDC of France, on binder, from 1987 to 1988. 30 €

Postal History L212347 - History collection, postal, on binder, mainly FDC from France. 20 €
France L212348 - France collection, on large stockbook, with stamps, used and new, * / **, from the classical period, also 

blocks of four, and sets cpl. To be inspected carefully.
110 €

France L212349 - France collection, on 2 binders, with FDC, 2000s, also noted around the Petain sets. 140 €
France L212350 - Collection France, on albums, from 1850 to 1975, with stamps, new * / ** and used, from the 40s mostly 

new ** never hinged. Noticed flawed PEXIP leaflet, beautiful cpl set, 1950s, new ** never hinged, new ** never 
hinged postcards, from 1952, of value.

1100 €

France L212351 - Collection of Postal History, of France, up to the 2000s, on binder. 40 €
France L212352 - French postal history collection, on binder, over 40 letter creases, mainly from the 1960s and 1970s. To be

inspected carefully.
220 €

France L212353 - Beautiful lot France, with Red Cross postcards, new ** never hinged, and stamped, from the 1950s, 
including the value postcards of 1952, 1953, 1955, 1956, etc. Very high catalog value!

1190 €

France L212354 - France collection, on stockbook, with blocks of four, mostly used. 70 €
France and
Colonies

L212355 - Collection France and colonies, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / ** and used, also in cpl set, interesting 
lots Mayotte, San Pierre Miquelon, French Andorra, to be inspected carefully.

320 €

France L212369 - Collection France, on stockbook, from 1940 to 1959, with stamps, new * / **, also in sets cpl. 80 €
French

colonies
L212382 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new * / ** and used, even repeated. 290 €

French
colonies

L212383 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, used and new * / **, also cpl set, to be 
inspected carefully

120 €

French
colonies

L212430 - French Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged, in complete sets, see photos. 45 €

Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Reich
collection

L191761 - Large stock Germany Reich, in box, with used, repeated stamps, all classified and collected in envelopes. 
To be inspected carefully. Unable to take all photos of the lot.

60 €

Europe L212258 - Europe Collection, Stamps, new and used, and postal history, mainly German area. 35 €
Germany L212264 - Germany Bund and DDR collection, on stockbook pages. Specialized lot of definitive, stamps, new ** 

never hinged, and FDC with DDR miniature blocks.
120 €

Germany L212265 - Lot Germany, of 4 special postcards, from 1953. 60 €
Germany Bund L212272 - Germany Bund collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, and FDC, and first 

day stockcards.
25 €

Germany Bund L212273 - Collection Germany Bund, on stockbook, with stamps, and blocks, and miniature blocks, new ** never 
hinged, including postal history. Noticed black and white test blocks.

45 €

Germany
Bizona

L212274 - Germany Bizona Collection, on stockbook, with repeated new and used stamps. 25 €

Germany
Occupations

L212275 - Collection Germany Allied Occupations, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, 
repeated, even strips and blocks, to be inspected carefully.

60 €

Germany DDR L212289 - Germany DDR collection, on stockbook pages, with used stamps, and on fragment, widely repeated. 55 €
Germany Bund L212399 - Germany Bund collection, from 1960 to 1972, on album, with new stamps **, in complete sets. Look at the 

pictures!
25 €

Germany L212414 - Remains of Germany collection, from the Ancient States, to the Reich to the occupations, with new and 
used stamps, in mixed conditions.

60 €



Europe > Iberia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Spain and
Portugal

L212290 - Collection Spain and Portugal, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, even in cpl set. 90 €

Europe > Italy Ancient States

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Naples L212314 - Incredible Naples lot, coming from old international auctions, many valuable pieces, many signed, and 
certified. Certified Crocetta noted. Huge catalog value!

4700 €

Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

postcards
Hundred

L192082 - Lot of 10 vintage postcards from Cento, not traveled, some animated. 30 €

Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy L192074 - Nice collection Italy, with stamps, postcards and envelopes with special cancellations, FDCs, envelopes 
and postcards, collected following a sports topical and an airship theme, in particular concerning Nobile's expedition 
on the Italy airship. Look at the pictures!

150 €

Postal History L192087 - Beautiful collection of Italian postal history consisting of 2 interesting advertising postcards, and envelopes
with mechanical postage, from the 1930s. There are also several vintage labels.

300 €

Italy L192103 - Collection of Italian postal history, with envelopes, postcards, erinnofili, even some ancient coins. 120 €
Italy postal

history
L192107 - Collection of Italian postal history, with envelopes and postcards with special cancellations, letters and 
postal stationery, mechanical postage, from the Kingdom and Republic period. Noticed an interesting envelope 
stamped with Parastatali, Cassa Nazionale assicur inf. work.

200 €

Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Postal
stationery

L192040 - Nice collection of aerograms and air mail tickets, new and really traveled, on big album. Noted the 
interesting Filagrano A1-A2 and A5, bepages many really traveled aerograms, of value.

150 €

Italy L212232 - Stock Italy, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, cpl set, until the 90s, good face value. Impossible 
to photograph the entire lot.

45 €

Italy Republic L212419 - Empty album Italy, 2009-2012, complete pages, GBE Bolaffi brand, ring system to be repaired, complete 
with pockets.

30 €

Italy Republic L212420 - Empty album Italy for blocks of four, 2002-2004, complete pages, GBE Bolaffi brand, ring system to be 
repaired, complete with pockets.

15 €

Italy Republic L212424 - Empty album Italy, 2003-2007, complete pages, MARAPHIL brand, complete with pockets. 30 €

Europe > Scandinavia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Scandinavia L212257 - Scandinavia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, postcards, mostly new ** never hinged, also complete 
sets, of value, some well classified.

300 €

Sweden L212266 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, with stamps and postcards, new ** never hinged, 60s / 70s. 60 €
Sweden L212276 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, 70s / 80s, with stamps, blocks, and postcards, new ** never hinged. 80 €
Sweden L212277 - Sweden collection, 70s / 80s, with stamps / postcards, new ** never hinged. 60 €
Sweden L212278 - Sweden collection, 60s / 70s, with stamps / postcards, new ** never hinged. 60 €
Sweden L212285 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, from 1984 to 1988, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, postcards. 

Look at the pictures.
25 €

Sweden L212286 - Sweden collection, on stockbook, from 1970 to 1983, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, postcards. 
Look at the pictures.

50 €



Finland L212404 - Finland collection, from 1956 to 1980, on stockbook, with used and new * / ** stamps, even in complete 
sets, very high catalog value!

330 €

Finland L212405 - Finland collection, from 1981 to 2003, on stockbook, with new stamps and leaflets ** never hinged, in 
complete sets, high catalog value!

100 €

Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Switzerland L212253 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, 1970s, with used postage stamps, and postal history. 25 €
Switzerland L212254 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, some interesting Foglietti and FDC, first day covers. 60 €
Switzerland L212311 - Swiss collection, on 2 albums, from 1862 to 2002, with new * / ** and used stamps, many cpl set, and 

valuable blocks. Noted airmail 1-2, many by Helvetia, including color variations, NABA leaflet, and many others, Pace
sets, excellent service lot, including SDN 10z.

2900 €

Europe > United Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

England L212259 - England collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, even with phosphorus strips, castles 
sets, and definitive. High catalog value.

350 €

England and
English
colonies

L212390 - England and English colonies collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures! 55 €

Guernsey L212407 - Guernsey blank album, 1969-1991, complete pages, Kabe brand, complete with pockets. 20 €
Jersey L212408 - Empty album Jersey, 1969-1991, complete pages, Kabe brand, complete with pockets. 20 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L212219 - Stock with stamps, and leaflets, in cpl set, until 2010, new ** never hinged, by subscription. Impossible to 
photograph the entire lot.

230 €

Vatican L212395 - Vatican Collection, from 1929 to 2003, on 2 albums, with new * / ** stamps, in complete sets. Look at the 
pictures!

470 €

Vatican L212396 - Collection of postal stationery, postcards and Vatican Maximum stockcards, on albums. 50 €
Vatican L212397 - Vatican collection, from 1929 to 1983, on album, with new * / ** and used stamps, also in complete sets. 

Look at the pictures!
310 €

Vatican L212398 - Vatican collection, from 1958 to 1990, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged, very advanced. Look at
the pictures!

80 €

Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Europe
collection

L191762 - Large stock Germany Reich and Europe, in box, with used, repeated stamps, all classified and collected in
envelopes. To be inspected carefully. Unable to take all photos of the lot.

80 €

Europe
collection

L191763 - Large stock Germany Reich and Europe, in box, with used, repeated stamps, all classified and collected in
envelopes. To be inspected carefully. Unable to take all photos of the lot.

80 €

Postal history L191936 - Huge accumulation of world postal history, in thick stockcard, mainly FDC of Switzerland, but note some 
pieces with interesting postings from the 30s / 40s of the United States and FDC of Europe CEPT. Impossible to 
photograph the whole lot.

120 €

Liechtenstein L192233 - Collection of Liechtenstein miniature blocks, new **, from 1965 to 1979, on Lighthouse album. 60 €
Europe L201807 - Europe collection, on large stockbook, with used stamps, all well classified, see photos. 55 €
Europe L201808 - Europe collection, on large stockbook, with used stamps, all well classified, see photos. 45 €
Europe L202695 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with used and new stamps, even classic ones. 180 €
Europe L202698 - Europa collection, on stockbook with mainly used stamps. Look at the pictures. 150 €
Europe L202703 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, from the classical period. High catalog value. 150 €
Europe L202704 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, from the classical period. 280 €
Europe L202707 - Europa collection, on large stockbook, with used stamps. Look at the pictures. 150 €
Europe L202712 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. 130 €
Europe L202721 - Europe collection, on large stockbook, with used and new stamps ** never hinged. 330 €
Europe L203442 - Beautiful collection Europe, from the classical period, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps. Also noted 

lots Belgium, Austria, Albania, Poland and much more.
190 €

Europe L203443 - Europa Collection, from the classics, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots Yugoslavia, 
Romania. Switzerland and many others.

150 €

Europe L203444 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots of Italy, Luxembourg, Austria, 120 €



Switzerland and much more.
Europe L203445 - Europa Collection, on stockbook pages, with mostly used stamps. Noted lots Poland, Sweden, Spain, 

Czechoslovakia and much more.
120 €

Europe L203446 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots Albania, Bulgaria, France, England 
and much more.

150 €

Europe L203447 - Europa collection, from the classical / semiclassical period on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted 
lots of Yugoslavia, Turkey, Hungary, and much more.

90 €

Europe L203448 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots Belgium, Italy, Poland, Sweden and 
much more.

110 €

Europe L203449 - Europa collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots Germany from Reich, Greece, 
England, Italy, and much more.

140 €

Europe L203451 - Europe collection, from the classical period, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps. Noted lots of Italy, 
England, Greece, France, Poland and much more.

110 €

Europe L203518 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, from the classical period, see the photos. 110 €
Europe L203526 - Europa Collection, on stockbook pages, with all new stamps, to be inspected carefully. 130 €
Europe L211792 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with used, repeated stamps from the classics. 20 €

Europe World L211904 - Collection of Europa World, with miniature blocks, leaflets and stamps, in complete sets, all used. Look at 
the pictures.

30 €

Europe L212003 - Lot Europe, on album pages, with used stamps. 15 €
UN Geneva L212079 - UN Geneva collection, from 1972 to 1987, on album, with new stamps ** never hinged. 20 €

Europe L212127 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, see photos. 40 €
Monaco L212207 - Beautiful Monaco collection, on album, from 1885 to 1980, with stamps, used (at the beginning), and new *

/ ** (mostly **) very advanced since 1952, noted: birds (both indentations) **, and 2 miniature blocks from 1956 **. 
Huge catalog value.

1050 €

Monaco L212208 - Monaco collection, on album, from 1980 to 1995, with stamps, new ** never hinged, very advanced, very 
high CV.

350 €

Liechtenstein L212212 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from the 1940s, with new stamps, good cpl set, and leaflets, even 
postal history.

150 €

Liechtenstein L212213 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from 1989 to 1995, with blocks of four, new ** never hinged. 70 €
Liechtenstein L212214 - Liechtenstein collection, from 1991 to 1995, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, enriched by 

FDC, miniature blocks, numismatic envelopes.
60 €

Liechtenstein L212215 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from 1971 to 1981, with stamps, new ** never hinged, enriched with 
miniature blocks, FDC, Postal History,

80 €

Europe L212217 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new, mainly from Monaco and the Vatican. 40 €
Monaco L212218 - Stock Monaco, until 2011, stamps and blocks, in cpl set, new ** never hinged, Impossible to photograph 

the entire lot.
250 €

Liechtenstein L212222 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from 1982 to 1995, with stamps, new ** never hinged, enriched by 
Maximum Karten, miniature blocks, and postal stationery.

70 €

Europe L212223 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also cpl set. 50 €
Europe L212269 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, many FDCs, mainly from the German area. 35 €
Europe L212270 - Collection Europe, on stockbook, with stamps, blocks, and miniature blocks, new ** never hinged, until 

2018. High face value.
110 €

Europe CEPT L212271 - Europa CEPT collection, on stockbook, from 1974 to 1978, with stamps, new ** never hinged, including 
miniature blocks, and FDC. Noted Monaco: sets and block, not serrated.

160 €

Europe World L212280 - Europe - world collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged / used / and postal history. 35 €
Liechtenstein L212281 - Liechtenstein collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, 1960s / 70s. 25 €
Europe CEPT L212297 - Europa CEPT collection, in two binders, with FDC, 1970s. 40 €

Europe - World L212342 - Europe - World Collection, on binder, with FDC and Postal History, from the classical period, mainly 
France.

70 €

Monaco and
France

L212345 - FDC collection, from Monaco and France, until 1981, on binder. Look at the pictures. 20 €

FDC World L212346 - Collection of FDC World, on binder, mainly France, 80s and 90s. 25 €
Monaco L212391 - Monaco collection, from 1973 to 2003, on stockbook, with stamps, blocks and miniature blocks, new ** 

never hinged.
70 €

Europe L212400 - Europe collection, with used stamps, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 35 €
Europe World L212401 - Europe World Collection, with used stamps, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 40 €

Europe L212402 - Europe collection, with used stamps, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 35 €
Europe L212403 - Europe collection, with used stamps, from the classical period. Look at the pictures. 25 €

Liechtenstein L212410 - Liechtenstein collection, from the beginning until 1990, on 2 albums, with new stamps ** never hinged, 
initial years to be completed, then advanced from the 60s.

55 €

Africa

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

St. Helena L212364 - Lot of 6 postcards, St. Helena, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Morocco L212370 - Morocco collection, on stockbook, with stamps, used and new * / **, also repeated. 90 €
Algeria L212380 - Algeria collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, mostly used, widely repeated, 60 €

Morocco L212381 - Morocco collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, mostly used, widely repeated. 45 €
Tunisia L212384 - Tunisia collection, on stockbook pages, from 1881 to 1956, with stamps, mostly used, widely repeated. 55 €
Somalia L212394 - Somalia collection, from 1993 to 2003, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged, even in complete 

sets. Look at the pictures!
150 €

Africa L212416 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 45 €



Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

United States L212233 - United States collection, on albums, from 1851 to 1976, with used stamps, interesting classic section, 
many high values, even in dollars, and Zeppelin. Very high CV.

990 €

United States L212234 - USA collection, on stockbook, with blocks of four, new and used, 1960s / 70s. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Uruguay L212235 - Uruguay collection, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used, from the classical period, good 

overall value.
100 €

Uruguay L212236 - Uruguay collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, also blocks of four, and 
blocks, interesting air mail. Notice 4 color proofs.

260 €

Uruguay L212237 - Uruguay collection, on stockbook, from 1858 to 1970, with stamps, used, classic section of very high 
value.

1250 €

Peru L212238 - Peru collection, on stockbook, since 1858, with stamps, mainly used, many valuable classics. 250 €
Peru L212239 - Peru collection, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used, only classics, local Topical. 200 €

Colombia L212240 - Colombia collection, on albums, from 1930 to 1956, with stamps, used and new, * / **, see photos. 150 €
Colombia L212241 - Colombia Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, used, from the classics, many of value. 200 €
Ecuador L212242 - Ecuador collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new *, and used, from the classical period. High catalog 

value.
190 €

Ecuador L212243 - Ecuador collection, on albums, from 1865 to 1968, with stamps, used and new * / **, also cpl set, excellent
classic section, and services.

440 €

EXPIRED
Ecuador

L212244 - EXPIRED Ecuador, on stockcard, 1928, provisional sets, new ** never hinged, including the postage 
stamp for registered mail, Mi. 1I-6I, value 1.000 Eur (as hinged).

300 €

Mexico L212245 - Mexico collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, only classic, mostly used. 100 €
Haiti L212246 - Haiti collection, on stockbook, from the beginning, to the 70s, with postage stamps, used and new * / **, 

also repeated. high overall value.
250 €

Chile L212247 - Chile collection, on albums, from 1853 to 1988, with stamps, used and new * / **, also cpl set, interesting 
classic section.

750 €

Bolivia L212248 - Bolivia collection, on stockbook, since 1868, with stamps, used and new, many repeated. To be inspected 
carefully.

170 €

Argentina and
Bolivia

L212249 - Argentina and Bolivia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used, many classics, including Buenos
Aires. Look at the pictures.

250 €

Paraguay L212250 - Paraguay collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, only classic, mostly used, 50 €
Venezuela L212251 - Venezuela collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, mostly used, excellent classic section. 150 €

British
Honduras

L212252 - British Honduras Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, even repeated. 120 €

South America L212312 - Postal History Collection, South America, in binder, classical period only, over 110, beautiful envelopes, 
and postal stationery, mostly traveled, even abroad. Nice Brazil lot.

750 €

Canada L212363 - Lot of 6 postcards, Canada, new ** never hinged. 80 €
UN New York L212409 - UN New York collection, 1951-1991, on complete Kabe album, with stamps from the 80s, new ** never 

hinged, see photos.
40 €

South America L212412 - South America collection, on 2 stockbooks, with new and used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 45 €
South America L212429 - South America collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, with used stamps. 20 €

Venezuela L212433 - Venezuela collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the classical period. 20 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Israel Postal
Stationery

L193489 - Collection of Aerograms and postcards from Israel, new and circulated, on binder. 60 €

China L193879 - Collection of envelopes, postcards and postal stationery from China, both traveled and not traveled. 130 €
China L193880 - Collection of envelopes, postcards and postal stationery from China, both traveled and not traveled. 130 €
China L193890 - Commemorative stockcards from China, with stamps and leaflets, new and stamped. 80 €
China L193894 - China lot with 26 Numismatic Envelopes and small porcelain handicrafts. 100 €

New Caledonia L212216 - New Caledonia collection, on albums, from 1900 to 1990, with new stamps, * / **, also in cpl set, and 
blocks of four. Very high catalog value.

950 €

New Caledonia L212225 - New Caledonia collection, on albums, from 1883 to 1956, with stamps, new * / ** (mainly **), many cpl set,
and high values. Very high overall value.

400 €

Saint Pierre et
Miquelon

L212228 - Saint Pierre et Miquelon collection, on album blocks, from 1891 to 1949, with stamps, new * / ** (mostly ** 
never hinged), including cpl set, of value. For example 1934 Cartier **, overprinted FNEL, postage due. Very high 
catalog value.

520 €

Reunion L212229 - Reunion Collection, on album pages, from 1949 to 1974, with stamps, new * / **, (mainly ** never hinged), 
also cpl set.

130 €

Wallis et
Futuna

L212230 - Wallis et Futuna collection, on album pages, with stamps, new * / **, also sets cpl. 150 €

Wallis et
Futuna

L212231 - Wallis et Futuna collection, on album pages, from 1920 to 1960, with stamps, new * / **, (mostly ** never 
hinged), also cpl set, and high values. High catalog value.

320 €

Israel L212256 - Israel collection, on stockbook, specialized: definitive, 3 valuable postcards noted, postal history. Lot to be 
inspected carefully.

490 €

China L212260 - Official China folder, from 1988, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Israel L212296 - Lot Israel, with blocks and miniature blocks, including aerograms, mainly from the 70s, in 6 folders. 120 €
Israel L212298 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1955 to 1970, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, Postal history. 

Interesting Postal history, years, 1955 and 1956.
70 €

Israel L212299 - Israel collection, on stockbook, 50s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, Maximum stockcard. 
Interesting notes, FDC, 1951

120 €



Israel L212300 - Israel collection, on stockbook, 90s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, miniature blocks, postcards, FDC, 
Postal History, ATM.

70 €

Israel L212301 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1990 to 1995, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, postal history, 
even leaflets. Noted notched block from 1991.

90 €

Israel L212302 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1987 to 1989, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, postal history. 45 €
Israel L212303 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1971 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, postal history. 70 €
Israel L212304 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1977 to 1980, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC. 70 €
Israel L212305 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1996 to 1998, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC. 50 €
Israel L212306 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1984 to 1986, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC. 80 €
Israel L212307 - Israel collection, on stockbook, from 1981 to 1983, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC. 60 €

Mauritius L212365 - Lot of 5 postcards, Mauritius, new ** never hinged, and 3 blocks of postcard number SB2 150 €
Asia L212371 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new * / **. and used. 100 €

Vietnam L212372 - Collection of FDC, Vietnam, in box, from the 1950s. 240 €
Vietnam L212373 - Postal History Collection, Vietnam, mostly airmail, 1950s. 80 €

Postal History L212374 - Postal History Collection, mainly airmail, Asia. 50 €
China, Taiwan

and Hong Kong
L212392 - China, Taiwan and Hong Kong collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. Look at the pictures! 140 €

Africa and the
Middle East

L212427 - North Africa and Middle East collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, from the classical 
period.

25 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

World L192092 - World collection, on albums, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged, also FDC, envelopes, 
prefilatelics, old documents, postcards and maximum stockcards. To be inspected carefully!

300 €

World L201700 - World Collection, on albums, with mostly used stamps, from the classical period, to be inspected carefully. 80 €
World L201716 - World Collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, from the classical period, to be inspected 

carefully.
110 €

World L201723 - Europe World Collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged, to be inspected carefully. 130 €
World L202167 - World Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps, from the classical and semiclassical period. To be 

inspected carefully!
70 €

World L202714 - Lot World, on stockbook, with mainly used stamps, lots of classics. 200 €
World L203433 - World Collection, on stockbook, with mostly used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 180 €

Europe - World L212224 - Europe - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. Noticed the UN, Italy, 
the USA and others.

120 €

World L212255 - World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, even in cpl set, then postal 
history. To be inspected carefully.

45 €

World L212279 - World collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, FDC, and postcards. Noticed a nice 
1942 Canada sets. Excellent lot of TETE BECHE Israel, and Swedish postcards.

560 €

World L212366 - World Collection, consisting of postcards, almost all new ** never hinged, including Prestige postcards, up 
to the 2000s, on 2 binders.

690 €

World L212423 - World Collection, on album pages, with used and new stamps **, also in complete sreie. 40 €
Europe World L212426 - Europe World collection, on stockbook, with new stamps ** never hinged, even many complete sets. 40 €

World L212428 - World Collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, also in cpl. 30 €

Topical

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Theater and
Cinema

L192124 - Beautiful thematic collection Theater and Cinema, on albums, with new stamps and blocks ** never 
hinged, even in complete and valuable sets, for example a beautiful sets Fiume 1921 Provisional Government ** for 
1,925 euros catalog value. There are also envelopes, postcards with special cancellations and erinnofili. Very high 
overall catalog value!

890 €

Supply L192126 - Beautiful collection themed Food, on albums, with stamps, blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never 
hinged, postcards, letters and postal stationery. Noticed a beautiful lot of used advertising postcards for a total of 900 
euros. Look at the pictures!

330 €

Various Topical L193814 - Collection of various Topical: Concorde, calm sun, UIT and Atomo, on Lollini albums, with stamps and 
blocks, used and new * / **, also in complete sets. Look at the pictures!

170 €

Various Topical L193815 - Collection of various Topical: Stars and Observers, Astronomers, Meteorology, on Lollini albums, with 
stamps and blocks, used and new * / **, even in complete sets. Look at the pictures!

260 €

Polar
Expeditions

L193816 - Polar Expeditions themed collection, on Lollini albums, with stamps and blocks, used and new * / **, also 
in complete sets. Look at the pictures!

190 €

Flora L201241 - Flora thematic collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps. 50 €
Birds L201243 - Birds thematic collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 70 €
Birds L201245 - Birds thematic collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 90 €
Fauna L201246 - Thematic collection Fauna, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 70 €
Fauna L201248 - Thematic collection Fauna, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 80 €

1972 Olympics L201330 - Thematic collection Olympics 1972, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in 
complete sets.

130 €

1972 Olympics L201331 - Thematic collection Olympics 1972, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in 
complete sets.

130 €

1972 Olympics L201356 - Thematic collection Olympics 1972, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in 60 €



complete sets.
1972 Olympics L201357 - Thematic collection Olympics 1972, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in 

complete sets.
30 €

1968 Olympics L201358 - Thematic collection Olympics 1968, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in 
complete sets.

100 €

Olympic Games L201359 - Olympics thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in complete 
sets.

30 €

1968 Olympics L201366 - Thematic collection Olympics 1968, on albums, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, in complete 
sets.

50 €

Olympic Games L201367 - Olympics Collection, from 1962 to 1964, on albums, with stamps and blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 50 €
Olympic Games L201368 - Olympics collection, from 1920 to 1972, on albums, with stamps and blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 160 €

Sport L201393 - Sports thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps and leaflets, in complete sets, new ** never hinged. 
Look at the pictures!

60 €

Easter L201398 - Easter thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps and slips, in complete sets, new ** never hinged. 
Look at the pictures!

90 €

Art L201399 - Art thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, in complete sets, new ** never hinged. Look
at the pictures!

90 €

Art L201401 - Art thematic collection, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, in complete sets, new ** never hinged. Look
at the pictures!

70 €

Hermitage L201454 - Ermitage Collection, on 2 albums, with stamps and blocks, new ** and used, mainly from the Soviet Union,
also of value.

120 €

Zeppelin
airship

L201455 - Zeppelin thematic collection, on album, with new stamps and leaflets **, postcards, envelopes with special 
cancellations.

60 €

Nature
Conservation

L201458 - Nature Conservation Thematic Collection, on 2 albums, with new stamps and leaflets **, FDC and 
envelopes with special cancellations.

70 €

European
heritage

L201459 - European Heritage thematic collection, on albums, with new stamps and leaflets **, FDC and envelopes 
with special cancellations

160 €

Flowers L201461 - Flora thematic collection, on 2 albums, with new stamps and leaflets **, FDC and envelopes with special 
cancellations.

220 €

Art L201462 - Art thematic collection, on albums, with new ** and used stamps and blocks. 210 €
750 years

Berlin
L201466 - Thematic collection 750 years of Berlin, on 3 albums, with new stamps and leaflets **, FDC and envelopes
with special cancellations.

240 €

1988 Olympics L202400 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

80 €

1988 Olympics L202401 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

120 €

1988 Olympics L202402 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with stamps, new leaflets ** never hinged, including 
postal and FDC stationery, for a very high overall value. Noted the complete sets of USSR miniature blocks, for 1,200
euros in value.

380 €

1988 Olympics L202403 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

80 €

1988 Olympics L202404 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

60 €

1988 Olympics L202405 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

60 €

Nature in
Europe

L202425 - Thematic collection Nature in Europe, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, even 
postal and FDC entire numbers, see the photos.

70 €

1988 Olympics L202442 - Thematic collection of the 1988 Olympics, on albums, with postage stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, 
including postal and FDC whole numbers, for a high overall value.

80 €

1984 Olympics L202443 - Thematic collection Olympics of 1984, on albums, with stamps, new blocks ** never hinged, including 
postal and FDC, for a high overall value. Noted special limited edition leaflet from Hungary.

120 €

Tennis L202763 - Tennis themed collection, on stockbook, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged, also many envelopes 
with special cancellations.

120 €

Music L202767 - Music thematic collection, on stockbook, with new stamps and blocks ** never hinged and envelopes with 
special cancellations.

40 €

Space L212357 - Thematic lot of cosmograms, rocket mail, postcards and envelopes with special cancellations, many 
original autographs of cosmonauts, eg. Bean, Bykowsky, etc, on album blocks.

450 €

Space L212358 - 1983 Challenger rocket post, 2 cosmograms, with both serrations, complete with Folder. 50 €
Space L212359 - 1978 cosmogram traveled to the orbiting space complex Salyut-6, Soyuz-29 and Soyuz-31, and signed by 

the crew. Complete with certification.
360 €

Space L212360 - 1987 cosmogram nr. 508 (out of 1000 total), traveled to the MIR space station and signed by the crew. 
Complete with certification.

650 €

Space L212361 - 1989 cosmogram nr. 405 (out of a total of 500), traveled to the MIR space station, and signed by the crew.
Complete with certification.

1250 €

Bicycles L212367 - Bicycles themed collection, in box, with Postal history, stamps, new * / ** and used, FDC 50s. 100 €
Space L212368 - Superb collection themed Space, on 2 albums, with stamps, mostly new ** (only some *), in cpl set, of 

value. For example USSR, Poland, Albania, TAAF, Hungary, Paraguay. Even not serrated. Very high catalog value.
900 €

Various Topical L212431 - Various Topical Collection, on stockbook, with used stamps. 10 €


